Title: SYSTEM FOR FIELD SWITCHING OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES TO PROVIDE SERVICE UPGRADES OR OTHER SERVICE MODIFICATIONS

Abstract: Aspects of the present disclosure relate to systems for readily facilitating making telecommunications service upgrades or other changes in service in the field. In certain examples, the system includes one or more environmentally sealed enclosures adapted for housing equipment (switching circuitry, optical-to-electrical conversion circuitry, etc.). The enclosures can be installed in hand-holes (i.e., pits) or other underground installation locations.
SYSTEM FOR FIELD SWITCHING OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES TO PROVIDE SERVICE UPGRADES OR OTHER SERVICE MODIFICATIONS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION
This application is being filed on July 18, 2016 as a PCT International Patent Application and claims the benefit of U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 62/194,275, filed on July 19, 2015, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD
The present disclosure relates generally to telecommunications systems and systems for upgrading service options.

BACKGROUND
Telecommunications systems typically employ a network of telecommunications cables capable of transmitting large volumes of data and voice signals over relatively long distances. The telecommunications cables can include fiber optic cables, electrical cables, or combinations of electrical and fiber optic cables. A typical telecommunications network also includes a plurality of telecommunications enclosures integrated throughout the network of telecommunications cables. The telecommunications enclosures are adapted to house and protect telecommunications components such as splices, termination panels, switches, optical-to-electrical converters, power splitters and wavelength division multiplexers. Telecommunications systems and technology are constantly changing constantly in the never ending pursuit of new and better services, faster signal speeds and greater bandwidth. Systems are needed for allowing telecommunications service to be efficiently and cost effectively upgraded or otherwise modified as needed.

SUMMARY
Aspects of the present disclosure relate to systems for readily facilitating making telecommunications service upgrades or other changes in service in the field. In
certain examples, the system includes one or more environmentally sealed enclosures adapted for housing equipment (switching circuitry, optical-to-electrical conversion circuitry, etc.). In certain examples, system upgrades can include switching from an electrical feed line coupled to a service provider's central office to a fiber optic feed line coupled to the service provider's central office.

A variety of additional inventive aspects will be set forth in the description that follows. The inventive aspects can relate to individual features and to combinations of features. It is to be understood that both the foregoing general description and the following detailed description are exemplary and explanatory only and are not restrictive of the broad inventions and inventive concepts upon which the embodiments disclosed herein are based.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 schematically depicts a switching system in accordance with the principles of the present disclosure;

FIG. 2 schematically depicts another switching system in accordance with the principles of the present disclosure;

FIG. 3 schematically depicts a further switching system in accordance with the principles of the present disclosure;

FIG. 4 schematically depicts a further switching system in accordance with the principles of the present disclosure;

FIG. 5 shows a micro-duct arrangement that can be used with the switching system of FIG. 4;

FIG. 6 schematically depicts still another switching system in accordance with the principles of the present disclosure;

FIG. 7 is a transverse cross-sectional view of an example hybrid cable that can be used with the system of FIG. 6;

FIG. 8 schematically depicts a further switching system in accordance with the principles of the present disclosure;

FIG. 9 schematically depicts a further switching system in accordance with the principles of the present disclosure;

FIG. 10 depicts a first side of a switching and termination closure in accordance with the principles of the present disclosure;
FIG. 11 depicts an opposite second side of the switching and termination closure of FIG. 10 with a cable sealing unit removed;

FIG. 12 depicts a portion of the switching and termination closure of FIGS. 10 and 11 with all of the cable sealing units installed;

FIG. 13 depicts an interior of the switching and termination closure of FIGS. 10 and 11 including a potted switching unit and gel sealed termination blocks;

FIG. 14 depicts the potted switching unit of the switching and termination closure of FIG. 13;

FIG. 15 is an exploded view of the switching unit of FIG. 14;

FIG. 16 depicts a hinge end of another switching and termination closure in accordance with the principles of the present disclosure;

FIG. 17 depicts a latch end of the switching and termination closure of FIG. 16;

FIG. 18 shows the switching and termination closure of FIGS. 16 and 17 is a partially open configuration;

FIG. 19 depicts an interior of the switching and termination closure of FIG. 16;

FIG. 20 depicts another service upgrade system in accordance with the principles of the present disclosure, the system has a switching and termination enclosure that supports multiple subscribers and outputs multiple subscriber lines;

FIG. 21 is an exploded view of the switching and termination enclosure of the system of FIG. 20;

FIG. 22 depicts another service upgrade system in accordance with the principles of the present disclosure, the system has conversion enclosure coupled to a plurality of a switching and termination enclosures that each support a single subscriber (bit could also be configured to support more than one subscriber);

FIG. 23 is an exploded view of one of the switching and termination enclosures of the system of FIG. 22;

FIG. 24 shows another configuration for switching and termination enclosure in accordance with the principles of the present disclosure; and

FIG. 25 shows still another configuration for switching and termination enclosure in accordance with the principles of the present disclosure.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 illustrates a system 20 for upgrading telecommunications service in the field. The system a conversion enclosure 22 containing circuitry 23 for converting optical signals to electrical signals and for converting electrical signals into optical signals. The optical signals are transmitted to and from the conversion enclosure 22 by an optical fiber line 24 and the electrical signals are transmitted to and from the conversion enclosure 22 by an upgrade line(s) 26 including at least one twisted wire pair. Where more than one upgrade line 26 is provided, the lines 26 can be encased within a common jacket (i.e., tube, cable jacket, sleeve) (see FIG. 3) or routed as separate twisted wire pairs (see FIG. 1). The system also includes a switching and termination closure 28 having a housing that contains switching circuitry 30 (see FIG. 2). The switching circuitry 30 can be connected to a subscriber line 32 including at least one twisted wire pair and also can be connected to the upgrade line 26. The switching circuitry 30 can further be connected to a service provider basic line 34 including at least one twisted wire pair. The switching circuitry 30 is operable in a first state where subscriber line 32 is connected to the service provider basic line 34 such that a first service (e.g., a basic service) is provided to the subscriber. The switching circuitry 30 is also operable in a second state where the subscriber line 32 is connected to the upgrade line 26 such that the subscriber is disconnected from the first service and connected to the upgrade line 26 such that a second service (e.g., an upgraded service such as a faster service that may include extended fiber optic connectivity) is provided to the subscriber.

The conversion enclosure 22 and the switching and termination enclosure 28 can each include environmentally sealed protective housings. The conversion enclosure 22 can be factory assembled with the protective housing and all cable entrance locations sealed. In certain examples, the protective housing of the conversion enclosure 22 is not intended or configured to be opened in the field. The switching and termination enclosure can have a protective housing designed to be re-enterable in the field. Example configurations for the conversion closure 22 are disclosed by U.S Provisional Patent Application Nos. 61/135,478; 62/155,944; 62/186,915; and 62/057,540, which are all hereby incorporated by reference in their entireties. Example switching circuit and power routing configurations for the system 20 are disclosed by U.S Provisional Patent Application No. 62/194,140 which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety. Examples of ruggedized and sealed connectors and adapters that can be incorporated on
stub cables of the closures or onto the housings of the closures or elsewhere in the system are disclosed by U.S. Patent No. 7,744,288; U.S. Patent No. 7,686,519 and U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 14/360,383 which are all hereby incorporated by reference in their entireties.

In certain examples, the conversion enclosure 22 can include: 1) a fiber optic stub 36 (see FIG. 1) having a ruggedized single or multi-fiber connection port or connector 37 for connecting to the optical fiber line 24; or 2) a ruggedized fiber optic adapter (not shown) mounted to the conversion enclosure for receiving a ruggedized connector of the optical fiber line 24; or 3) a fiber optic stub 38 (see FIGS 5 and 8) terminated by a non-ruggedized single or multi-fiber connector 40; or 4) a non-connectorized stub 42 (see FIG. 9) that is spliced to the optical fiber line 24; or 5) an optical fiber 44 (see FIGS. 4 and 6) that is routed between the conversion enclosure 22 and the switching and termination closure 28. The optical fiber 44 can be adapted for connection to the optical fiber line 24 at the switching and termination enclosure 28 can be factory sealed relative to the conversion closure 22 so as to be part of a factory integrated stub assembly that is routed from the conversion closure 22 to the switching and termination closure 28.

In certain examples, the optical fiber signals pass through the switching and termination closure 28 before being routed to the conversion closure 22 (e.g., see FIGS. 4 and 6). In certain examples, the upgrade line(s) 28 and the optical fiber 44 are routed between the conversion closure 22 and the switching and termination closure 28 by a hybrid fiber optic/electrical cable 50 (see FIGS. 6 and 7). In other examples, separate cables route the optical fiber 44 and the upgrade line(s) 28 between the closures 22, 28.

The upgrade line(s) can carry electrical power from the switching and termination closure 28 to the conversion closure 22 for use in powering the optical-to-electrical circuitry 23.

In certain examples, the switching and termination enclosure 28 includes: 1) a fiber optic stub having a ruggedized single or multi-fiber connection port or connector for connecting to the optical fiber line 24 (not shown); or 2) a ruggedized fiber optic adapter 52 mounted to the switching and termination enclosure for receiving a ruggedized connector 55 of the optical fiber line 24 and the non-ruggedized connector 40 of the optical fiber stub 38; or 3) a fiber optic stub terminated by a non-ruggedized single or
multi-fiber connector (not shown); or 4) a non-connectorized stub that is spliced to the optical fiber line (not shown).

In certain examples, the switching and termination closure 28 and the conversion enclosure 22 are positioned together within a further environmentally sealed housing 60.

Referring to FIGS. 10-15, in certain examples, the switching and termination closure 28 includes an environmentally sealed outer housing 70 that is re-enterable, a switching unit 71 positioned within the outer housing 70, and gel sealed termination blocks 72 positioned within the outer housing 70. The switching unit 71 can include a switching unit housing 74 containing a circuit board 76 sealed and secured within the switching unit housing 74 by potting. The switching unit 71 can also include the switching circuitry 30 supported on the circuit board 76. The switching circuitry 30 can include switches operable in first and second switch states. The switching unit 71 also can include first, second and third pluralities of twisted pair wire leads 77, 78 and 79 coupled to the circuit board at first ends and having second ends that are positioned outside the switching unit housing on stubs/pigtails formed by the twisted pair wire leads. The switches connect the first plurality of twisted pair wire leads 77 to the second plurality of twisted pair wire leads 78 when in the first switch states. The third plurality of twisted pair wire leads 79 are disconnected from the first plurality of twisted pair wire leads 77 when the switches are in the first switch states. The switches connect the first plurality of twisted pair wire leads 77 to the third plurality of twisted pair wire leads 79 when in the second switch states. The second plurality of twisted pair wire leads 78 being disconnected from the first plurality of twisted pair wire leads 77 when the switches are in the second switch states. The gel sealed termination blocks 72 are provided for connecting the second ends of the first, second and third plurality of twisted pair wire leads 77-79 to other twisted pair wires. For example, the first leads 77 can connect to the subscriber lines 32, the second leads 78 can connect to the service provider lines 34 and the third leads 79 can connect to the upgrade lines 26.

The sealed outer housing 70 can include first and second housing pieces 70a, 70b that enclose an interior of the sealed outer housing 70. The first and second 70a, 70b housing pieces can be movable relative to one another between open and closed positions. A perimeter seal can be defined between the first and second housing pieces 70a, 70b when the sealed outer housing 70 is in the closed position. The sealed outer
housing 70 can include at least one sealed port 80 for allowing at least one cable to be routed into the sealed outer housing with a cable seal being formed between the cable and the outer housing. In certain examples, ports 80 can be provided for each of the lines 32, 34 and 26. The housing piece can be connected by fasteners, clamps, latches or other structures.

FIGS. 16-19 show and alternative housing 170 for the switching and termination closure 28. The housing 170 contains the switching unit 7 1 and the termination blocks 72. The housing 170 includes first and second housing pieces are connected by a hinge 171. Cable pass through seals for the lines 32, 34 and 26 are provided at the hinge 171. Cable sealing can be performed as disclosed by U.S. Patent No. 7,603,018 which is hereby incorporated by reference.

FIGS. 20 and 21 show a modified system where the switching and termination closure 28 has a dome-style housing 270 where all of the lines 32, 34, 36 are routed through a single gel block 272 mounted at one end of the dome. FIGS. 22 and 23 show a modified system where the conversion closure 22 is connected to a plurality of different switching and termination closures 28 each having a dome-style housing 270. In certain examples, each closure 28 corresponds to a single subscriber location.

FIGS. 24 and 25 show alternative housings 370, 470 for the switching and termination closure 28. Cable ports of the housings can be sealed by gel blocks actuated by threaded actuators hat compress the gel of the gel blocks to provide sealing.

From the foregoing detailed description, it will be evident that modifications and variations can be made without departing from the spirit and scope of the disclosure.
WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A switching and termination closure comprising:
   an environmentally sealed outer housing that is re-enterable;
   a switching unit positioned within the outer housing, the switching unit including a switching unit housing containing a circuit board sealed and secured within the switching unit housing by potting, the switching unit also including switching circuitry supported on the circuit board, the switching circuitry including switches operable in first and second positions, the switching unit also including first, second and third pluralities of twisted pair wire leads coupled to the circuit board at first ends and having second ends that are positioned outside the switching unit housing, the switches connecting the first plurality of twisted pair wire leads to the second plurality of twisted pair wire leads when in the first positions, the third plurality of twisted pair wire leads being disconnected from the first plurality of twisted pair wire leads when the switches are in the first positions, the switches connecting the first plurality of twisted pair wire leads to the third plurality of twisted pair wire leads when in the second positions, the second plurality of twisted pair wire leads being disconnected from the first plurality of twisted pair wire leads when the switches are in the second positions;
   gel sealed termination blocks positioned within the outer housing for connecting the second ends of the first, second and third plurality of twisted pair wire leads to other twisted pair wires.

2. The switching and termination closure of claim 1, wherein the sealed outer housing includes first and second housing pieces that enclose an interior of the sealed outer housing, the first and second housing pieces being movable relative to one another between open and closed positions, and wherein a perimeter seal is defined between the first and second housing pieces when the sealed outer housing is in the closed position.

3. The switching and termination closure of claim 2, wherein the sealed outer housing includes at least one sealed port for allowing at least one cable to be routed into to the sealed outer housing with a cable seal being formed between the cable and the outer housing.
4. The switching and termination closure of claim 3, wherein the first and second housing pieces are connected by a hinge, and wherein the cable seal is positioned adjacent the hinge.

5. The switching and termination closure of claim 1, wherein the first plurality of twisted pair wire leads are connected by the gel sealed termination blocks to subscriber twisted pair wires routed to subscriber locations, wherein the second plurality of twisted pair wire leads are connected by the gel sealed termination blocks to provider twisted pair wires routed to a service provider location, and wherein the third plurality of twisted pair wire leads are connected by the gel sealed termination blocks to upgrade twisted pair wires routed to a separate signal conversion enclosure containing optical-to electrical conversion circuitry.

6. The switching and termination closure of claim 5, wherein the optical-to- electrical conversion circuitry of the signal conversion enclosure receives optical signals from a service provider location and converts the optical signals to electrical signals, and wherein the electrical signals are transmitted through the upgrade twisted pair wires to the gel sealed termination blocks.

7. The switching and termination closure of claim 6, wherein the optical-to- electrical conversion circuitry of the signal conversion enclosure receives electrical signals from the upgrade twisted pair wires and converts the electrical signals to optical signals directed back the service provider location.

8. A switching unit comprising:

   a switching unit housing containing a circuit board sealed and secured within the switching unit housing by potting, the switching unit also including switching circuitry supported on the circuit board, the switching circuitry including at least one switch device operable in first and second switching state, the switching unit also including first, second and third twisted pair wire leads coupled to the circuit board at first ends and having second ends that are positioned outside the switching unit housing at the end of pigtails formed by the twisted pair wire leads, the switch device connecting the first twisted pair wire leads to the second twisted pair wire leads when in the first switching state, the third
twisted pair wire leads being disconnected from the first twisted pair wire leads when the switching device is in the first switching state, the switching device connecting the first twisted pair wire leads to the third twisted pair wire leads when in the second switching state, the second twisted pair wire leads being disconnected from the first twisted pair wire leads when the switching device is in the second switching state.

9. A system for upgrading telecommunications service in the field, the system comprising:

   a conversion enclosure containing circuitry for converting optical signals to electrical signals and for converting electrical signals into optical signals, the optical signals being transmitted to and from the conversion enclosure by an optical fiber line and the electrical signals being transmitted to and from the conversion enclosure by an upgrade line including at least one twisted wire pair; and

   a switching and termination closure housing containing switching circuitry, the switching circuitry being connected to a subscriber line including at least one twisted wire pair, the switching circuitry being connected to the upgrade line and the switching circuitry being connected to a service provider basic line including at least one twisted wire pair, the switching circuitry being operable in a first state where subscriber line is connected to the service provider basic line and being operable in a second state where the subscriber line is connected to the upgrade line.

10. The system of claim 9, wherein the conversion enclosure and the switching and termination enclosure are environmentally sealed.

11. The system of claim 10, wherein the conversion enclosure is factory assembled and sealed and is not intended or configured to be opened in the field.

12. The system of claim 11, wherein the conversion enclosure includes: 1) a fiber optic stub having a ruggedized single or multi-fiber connection port or connector for connecting to the optical fiber line; or 2) a ruggedized fiber optic adapter mounted to the conversion enclosure for receiving a ruggedized connector of the optical fiber line; or 3) a fiber optic stub terminated by a non-ruggedized single or multi-fiber connector; or 4) a non-connectorized stub that is spliced to the optical fiber line; or 5) an optical fiber that is
routed between the conversion enclosure and the switching and termination closure, the optical fiber being adapted for connection to the optical fiber line at the switching and termination enclosure.

13. The system of claim 9, wherein the optical fiber signals pass through the switching and termination closure housing before being routed to the conversion enclosure.

14. The system of claim 13, wherein the upgrade line and the fiber optic line are routed between the conversion enclosure and the switching and termination enclosure by a hybrid fiber optic/electrical cable.

15. The system of claim 14, wherein the upgrade line carries electrical power from the switching and termination enclosure to the conversion enclosure for use in powering the optical-to-electrical circuitry.

16. The system of claim 13, wherein the switching and termination enclosure includes:
   1) a fiber optic stub having a ruggedized single or multi-fiber connection port or connector for connecting to the optical fiber line; or 2) a ruggedized fiber optic adapter mounted to the switching and termination enclosure for receiving a ruggedized connector of the optical fiber line; or 3) a fiber optic stub terminated by a non-ruggedized single or multi-fiber connector; or 4) a non-connectorized stub that is spliced to the optical fiber line.

17. The system of any of claims 9-16, wherein the switching and termination enclosure and the conversion enclosure are positioned together within a further environmentally sealed housing.
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